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ABSTRACT 
Assume that A is a linear transformation from C” into Cm. The spherical 
gap of the graph of A is 
Here /IAll is the operator norm of A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider C” with the usual scalar product and the corresponding norm. 
Let S, be the unit sphere in the subspace Mi c C” for i = 1,2. The gap 
between Ml and Mz is defined as 
~(MI, Mz) = max SUP d(s, M2), z”E”s d(z, M2) > 
XESl 
where d(z, M) = inftEM ((3: - t(( is the distance of 2 from the set M C ‘C”. 
The spherical gap between Ml and MS is defined as 
@MI, M2) = max sup d(z, Sz), z”E”s”, 4x7 4) . 
XESl 
The gap and the spherical gap are used to determine stable invariant 
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subspaces of a linear transformation, which is important from the point of 
view of numerical computation. See Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman [l]. 
Let A: C” + C” be a linear transformation. We assume that A is given 
by an m x n matrix with respect to the standard orthonormal bases. Let 
G*={ (~x):xEc~}ccw~ 
be the graph of A. The norm of A is 
II All = ,,yl llA4l z 
In [2], we proved that if m = n, the gap of A, which is the gap between 
the subspaces GA and Go, is 
II4 
e(A) = di?-pqp’ 
The proof given in [2] for n x n matrices also works if m # n. 
2. THE SPHERICAL GAP OF THE GRAPH OF A 
The spherical gap o,f the graph of A is the spheric@ gap between two 
subspaces GA and Go, B(G*, Go), which we denote by B(A,). Set 
f(z;y)=( (;).(Avy)) =dll~-~ll~+llA~ll~~ 
Then 
@A,) = max 
Setting ]]2/] = 1 
,,;!21 IlYl12+~&=l f (2, Y>, inf f(x,y) ,,v,,‘+;yAPy,,‘=l lMl=1 . 
and ]]y]]2 + IIAYI~~ = 1, we have 
f(?Y) = &=&3 2 &-=-ii% 
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
If y = cx for some c > 0, then we have 
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Since llyj12 +. /lAyl12 = 1 and llzl12 = 1, we have c2(1 + llAl12) = 1, and so 
Thus 
Therefore 
inf.f(x,y) = {G. 
f(GY) = ,,“W1 
z 
Since Js is an increasing function for t >_ 0 and ((A(\ = SU~~~,~~,~ 
IIAxll, we have 
sup inff(z,y) = 2- 
ll4l=l / &-Am. 
Now reconsider 
inf f(s, y) = A/-. 
Since v’- is a decreasing function of t > 0 and liyll 2 l/dm, 
we have 
Thus 
&%) = /L-j?&. 
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